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ABSTRACT Administration of polysaccharides eXI回 .ctedfrom human Mycobacterium tu-
berculosis bacilli， Aoyama B s回 in(SSM) produced regression of breast cancer in 2 women. 
Biopsies of tumor nodules 企omthese patients revea1ed intense proliferation of collagen 
fibers企om血.estroma1 ce11s. SSM apparently promoted the proliferation如 dmaturation of 
collagen fib巴rsfrom白estroma1 cells and matrix destroyed by tumor infiltration. 
Transplantation of human tumor cell lines泊ωathymicmice resulted泊 theformation of 
collagen fibers surrounding the cancer cells. SSM promoぬdthe proliferation and maturation 
of collagen fibers encasing the tumor cells.百leintensity of collagen fiber formation varied 
with the kind of cancer cells used. The degree of proliferation of collagen fibers correlated 
with the antitumor effects of SSM. There was hardly any migration of lymphocytes， 
monocytω， and macrophages泊出巴 a首ectedsites. It is泊.terpreted由atSSM stimulates血巴

proliferation and maturation of ∞Uagen fibers泊 thehost as a major mechanism of its 
antitumor property. 
When examined by circular dichroism血isproliferation was found ωbe dependent upon 
changes in the moleα血I S位ucωreof白esubstances which make up the cell membrane. 
Fibronectin was presumed ωbe加lportantamong these substances. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Proliferation of interstitia1 tissue surrounding cancer cells is a feature commonly found 

泊白巴 histologyof cancer. This phenomenon is not exclusive for the cancer tissues in vivo and 

can be seen泊 vitrowhen tumor explants are grown in tissue culture. Thus， during the primary 
cultures of cancer tissue or norma1 epithelia1 tissue in vitro， we often experience active 
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